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in a time of intense visual communications, 
creative industries, multimedia, oversaturation by 
information, a time in which a good idea is “the 
most expensive” (especially if it is visual, effective 
and if it quickly and easily achieves its goal), illus-
tration receives its rightful place and recognition 
of its value. this is made possible for illustration 
by the very essence of its nature – and that is its 
close connection with the text, i.e. verbal message, 
its double presence: both in popular culture and 
increasingly in high art as well, that is, both in ap-
plied art as well as in fine art. the relationship be-
tween the visual and verbal messages, i.e. between 
visual text and verbal text, has been developed in a 
special way through illustration for centuries back. 
this development has largely been based on illus-
trative practice, while the more serious theory has 
only started to pay attention to illustration in re-
cent years, precisely because of the increased in-
terest in illustration in the context of a time which 
places very clear and utilitarian demands regard-
ing words and images and the effects that they 
need to achieve, in relation to the target groups 
oversaturated by the offer of cre ative content in-
tended to raise their quality of life.

the situation is made even more delicate 
when all of the above is applied to a specific target 
group – children, more precisely – the children of 
the 21st century, the generations of millennials and 

now the children of millennials, who are growing 
up with multimedia content, aggressive commer-
cials, video games, animated and interactive me-
dia, various applications, digital devices and the 
like. therefore, the target group for which illustra-
tion and children’s books themselves are intend-
ed, is very delicate, sensitive, incorruptible, but 
also impressionable, exposed to a huge content 
offering. how can the road to the sensitive nature 
of children be found in a world of multimedia, in-
teractivity, great dynamics, oversensitivity of the 
senses, speed, superficiality, universal civilization 
crisis and incredibly rapid technological advance-
ment? how to point the child to a beautiful and 
good book and aesthetically valuable, interest-
ing, witty or educational illustrations, next to all 
the challenges and temptations that are being 
offered? and finally, how can one book with two 
united artists – the writer and the illustrator, find 
a way to the child’s heart in a sea of books, in the 
mass-production of illustrated children’s books? 
the answer, as i deeply believe, has, regardless 
of the circumstances, always been the same: by 
the power of the creative spirit of those who are 
sending the message, of those who are creating 
the work of art. the gifted creators, illustrators, 
who have enhanced their talents through educa-
tion, work, and who have been recognized by the 
publishers, bookstores, curators, have, by reach-

marko the Cat and other old/new heroes  
 in Children’s Books By serBian illustrators  
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ing the youngest readers and materializing their 
spiritual pursuits in printed illustrations in books, 
in the hands of the children, achieved that type of 
connection, communication, synergy and unique 
kind of magic that occurs between the artist and 
the young child’s soul. 

„the children’s book, often a large an attrac-
tive object, helps children to learn about language 
and life, contains visual jokes, (e.g., connected to 
facial expressions) and portrays key aspects of a 
child’s emotional life.  the illustration in such a 
book serve to amplify (as well as resonation with a 
child, they may also resonate with an adult read-
er) and to articulate aspects of life that cannot be 
communicated with words.” (hall 2011: 112). it is 
very likely that every child would agree with lewis 
Carroll’s alice who says: “and what is the use of 
a book, without pictures or conversation?!” nev-
ertheless, a book with pictures, as a hybrid text, 
a unit comprised of visual text and verbal text, is 
perhaps one of the most striking examples of ar-
tistic artefacts which is, in the well-known triad 
– author-artwork-audience, necessarily oriented 
towards the third member of the triad, the young-
est audience. then again, the youngest audience, 
i.e. children and young people, is also a broad 
term. First, the age is set as a determinant to which 
the illustrator must adapt in order to achieve qual-
ity communication. in addressing children through 
art there has always been a struggle between the 
didactic and the aesthetic, between adapting to 
and indulging the sensitive percipient and the ne-
cessity of adults to impose certain values on chil-
dren, including the aesthetic and artistic criteria. 
in the context of this exhibition, the artistic value 

of these illustrations surely has priority over their 
educational, didactic and tendentious aspects.

the collective creative spirit is like a mosaic 
made out of parts that represent each of the 25 
Serbian illustrators of children’s books, which 
have been published in the last 10 or so years by 
domestic and foreign publishers and collected at 
the exhibition “Contemporary Serbian Children’s 
book illustrators”.

these are our contemporaries, current, ac-
tive or influential in the field of illustration in the 
Serbian publishing arena of illustrated children’s 
books, but parallelly engaged by foreign publish-
ers as well. most of these artists, worthy heirs 
of the first Serbian professionally-oriented chil-
dren’s illustrator milivoje mauković (1851 – 1881) 
(lakićević pavićević 1994: 10), reside in Serbia or 
are still connected to Serbia by origin, education 
and professional engagements. that is why the 
title of the exhibition contains the wording – Ser-
bian illustrators, and not – Serbian illustrations 
because a part of the represented illustrations at 
the exhibition has been published abroad. in ad-
dition to the given time frame according to which 
the books had to have been published within the 
last 10 or so years, with an emphasis on more re-
cent artwork, but not at all costs, in some cases 
the final selection of books was influenced by the 
illustrators themselves, by the topics, connected-
ness or relationship with other selected works at 
the exhibition, a desire to create one of the possi-
ble cross-sections of illustrations done by Serbian 
artists that is representative, but does not intend 
to become a strict measure of who the best 25 
Serbian illustrators for children are. the objectiv-
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ity of the selection was based on the number of 
published books, the reputation of the publisher 
and the prizes won by most of the illustrators, but 
a personal note was also present, consciously and 
deliberately, as inevitable and unavoidable when 
the selection is made by a single person. one of 
the goals of this selection was to achieve a gener-
ational diversity, with an emphasis on the younger 
and middle generations, but also on a genera-
tion of the youngest illustrators who have shown 
promise by their work thus far. also, artists who 
are not engaged exclusively or primarily in illus-
tration for children, but who stood out and became 
noticed after certain projects, have deliberately 
been included in the selection.

the following illustrations are present at the 
exhibition: from the bards of Serbian illustration, 
namely professors rastko Ćirić and dušan petričić, 
to the youngest authors whose books have been 
well-received in the last few years – marica kicušić, 
tanja Stevanović, milica radenković, manja Ćirić, 
luka tilinger, Stefan katanić; through the au-
thors of the younger and middle generation, such 
as aleksa Gajić, dušan pavlić, tihomir Čelanović, 
aleksa Jovanović, maja Veselinović, aleksandar 
Zolotić, kosta milovanović, ivica Stevanović, ana 
Grigorjev, Jovana ukropina, bojana dimitrovski, 
mladen anđelković, who have very serious bibli-
ographies and prizes in their professional histo-
ries, to the “stars” among illustrators, like the witty 
and humorous master of Serbian illustration bob 
Živković. painters, who occasionally turn to the 
world of illustrations, can also be found here, as 
is the case with nebojša Đuranović, as can authors 
who are not primarily or dominantly engaged in 

illustration for children, but who occasionally dab-
ble in it, like marija Jevtić, david Vartabedijan or 
boban Savić Geto with books that can be intend-
ed for all ages. many of them parallelly deal with 
comics, animations, caricatures, video games, de-
sign, which is also reflected in their work.

the thematic scope of this selection is pur-
posefully diverse and demonstrates the ability of 
transformation of Serbian illustrators in dealing 
with various narratives, belonging both to national 
and world heritage or to the heritage of other na-
tions, and universal topics, as well as their ability 
to adapt to the needs of the publisher and the ulti-
mate target group – the children: from mythologi-
cal and national topics related to the history and 
tradition of the Serbian people, through topics re-
lated to the heritage and culture of other nations 
and their stories, to the very modern topics related 
to the digital world; through lyrical, poetic, flicker-
ing motifs from the children’s world of games and 
leisure, fairy-tale romantic images, and grotesque, 
frightening, dark images that serve to prepare the 
young child for the inevitabilities of life that will 
surely follow; the illustrations contain a wide vari-
ety of animals, from mythological animals through 
characters in fables, african and other animals 
that are not present in our pannonian and balkan 
surroundings, to domestic tame animals, the egre-
gious friends of the children’s world.

the motifs illustrated by Serbian illustrators 
range from the cult hero of Serbian children’s 
poetry “the fearsome lion” who eats a tram, as 
drawn by Stefan katanić, to Čelanović’s lion with 
a woodpecker from a fable, through the “imagina-
tive giraffe” drawn by aleksa Jovanović, masha and 
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the bear drawn by ana Grigorjev – who drink tea 
and eat cakes, but also the aggressive bear drawn 
by mladen anđelković who frightened a boy, an 
old lady with wings drawn by milica radenković, 
the battle of kosovo in 1389 drawn by nebojša 
Đuranović, the seagull drawn by boban Savić Geto, 
Serbian medieval ruler Stefan nemanja and her-
cules drawn by Jovan ukropina, the endearing cat 
Cicko, who came to love the winter, drawn by bo-
jana dimitrovski, marko the Cat drawn by kosta 
milovanović, but also the cat with dušan petričić’s 
“household ghosts”, followed by the “winged chil-
dren” drawn by aleksandar Zolotić, children of 
various skin colours with pets drawn by tanja Ste-
va nović, bash tchelik drawn by rastko Ćirić, the 
headless horseman drawn by ivica Stevanović, 
the classic Cinderella drawn by manja Ćirić, and 
an entirely different princess drawn by bob Živko-
vić jumping on a dragon’s head, while the dragon 
drawn by dušan pavlić cries atop a modern build-
ing, and the dragon drawn by aleksa Gajić smokes 
a pipe. the monsters, dragons and scary creatures 
are tamed and not always very dangerous, and the 
princesses are no longer so helpless. the range 
of these illustrations moves from grotesque and 
mildly horrifying to humorous, from lyrical and 
flickering, romantic, fairy-tale-like, to fantastic 
and mythological.

the exhibition includes both purely digitally 
produced illustrations, as well as those that were 
created by combining the drawings and subse-
quent digital colouring, but also those that were 
entirely created by using the traditional tech-
niques of watercolour, gouache, drawing, graphite, 
drawing ink, oil on canvas, etc. the fine transitions 

and intertwining of techniques and styles can also 
be felt, as is the case, for instance, with aleksa 
Jovanović, whose creations are produced entirely 
with the use of digital technology, even though he 
is a painter by education, his illustrations possess 
the elements of paintings, with visible movements 
of the digital brush, fine textures, and warmth, 
that radiate.

What characterizes the illustrations in the ex-
hibition of Serbian illustrators that were created 
by digital means, is that they possess a liveliness, 
ease, spirit, charm, and overly-necessary emotions, 
regardless of the technology that often makes  
21st-century illustrations appear cold and artificial.

What is evident in contemporary Serbian il-
lustration presented at this exhibition is a sig-
nificant influence of caricatures and comics, and 
lately of video games and animations that some 
authors are parallelly engaged in. the influence of 
painting is somewhat less obvious but still present. 
From expressive, nervous strokes, to subtle, gentle 
gradients, thick paste and polished surfaces, pure 
black-and-white to the different colour range. 
What is absent are some larger experiments, there 
are no abstract excursions, no significant toying 
with the form, no serious displacement from the 
permanent, figurative, conventional representa-
tion of the world in illustrations for children. illus-
trations that are radically more innovative in terms 
of technique have also rarely been published. this 
is probably the result of the publisher’s unwilling-
ness to take major financial risks and make break-
throughs in the Serbian market. however, it is my 
belief that this does not have to represent a flaw, 
but that it is merely a fact. the illustrators have 
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found a way to reshape their spirit in the frame-
work of existing possibilities, to transform and 
channel their creativity in the desired direction, 
and yet remain faithful to their own selves and ar-
tistically consistent. this, in a way, is the very na-
ture of illustrative work, to remain faithful to one’s 
true self and yet adaptable enough to new books, 
new projects, new writers, editors, publishers.

a respectable Serbian children’s writer, Gor-
dana maletić, says, on the topic of the market’s 
influence on illustration: “it so happens that out-
standing illustrators, who offer their services to 
different publishers in these places, are often re-
jected because their drawing style does not fit into 
the current trend. in this way, the global publishing 
offer, both themed and artistic, becomes harmo-
nized. the publishing houses that cultivate their 
own styles and ideas, regardless of the leading 
trends, are truly rare. this causes picture books to 
look identical in the West as in the east, which at 
times seems absurd” (maletić 0000: 76).

if an exhibition of non-commercial, artistical-
ly valuable children’s books that were never pub-
lished was to be made, or a selection of projects 
or student works, the potential exhibition would 
surely be significantly different, in any country, 
and Serbia as well. 

andrew hall, Subject leader in illustration on 
the ba Graphic design course at Central Saint mar-
tin’s College of art & design in london, teaches us, 
in his book on illustration: “a good children’s book 
is reliant on a good story – though some illustra-
tors do write and illustrate their own books, the 
majority of illustrators work with established chil-
dren’s authors” (hall 2011: 113). the illustration is 

practically inextricably tied to the story, the word, 
text, regardless of whether it stands next to the 
illustration or the illustration exists independent-
ly, and it transfers the message exclusively in the 
visual language. in a time when images are used to 
abundantly and rapidly communicate, the skill of 
visual communication, in addition to the primary 
aesthetic and artistic values, represents a very im-
portant factor in the valuation of an illustration, 
and the same goes for children’s illustration.

one of the first masters of visual com mu-
nication, in concert with writers or without them, 
is dobrosav bob Živković. in the exhibited illus-
trations we see a princess jumping on a harmless 
dragon’s head, instead of being a prisoner of a 
fearsome and invincible monster, while the mon-
sters from another book are, instead of being ter-
rifying – hilarious. Živković has managed to make 
the terrifying creatures helpless and humorous 
and to display their weaknesses and flaws. are 
these not human flaws as well? “he thus confronts 
us with our own imperfection and with the imper-
fection of the world we live in, but also helps us to 
accept and bear this imperfection with more ease. 
by laughing at ourselves and others, we discover 
pieces of freedom and joy that we have lost in our 
childhoods” (ljuštanović 2011: 81). 

For dušan petričić, another example of the 
mastery of the visual narrative, the winner of the 
annual Canadian Children’s literature award1, the 

1 dušan petričić and writer katie Stinson have won 
the tenth annual Canadian Children’s literature award in 
the field of children’s literature as authors of the book “the 
man with a Violin”. it is an award given by the td banking 
Group in cooperation with the Canadian Children’s book 
Centre.
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world-famous designer mirko ilić said: “dušan 
petričić belongs to a very small group of illustra-
tors, such as milton Glaser, Saul Steinberg, heinz 
edelmann, George hardie. these are illustrators 
with very strong conceptual ideas. their concept 
is not, as in most cases, one-sided. it is a spec-
trum, from the narrative, abstract, symbo lic, to the 
purely aesthetic” (Jovanović 2008: 33).

in collaboration with writer dubravka ugre-
šić, he illustrates “household ghosts”, tiny, mostly 
invisible mythical beings. instead of mermaids, 
dwarfs, witches, unicorns, these new mythologi-
cal creatures are “household ghosts”, because 
“the fruits of human imagination” (ugrešić 2010: 
4–5) ha ve changed as a result of changing life-
styles. petričić is the illustrator for these types of 
chal lenges, “household ghosts” are not common 
ima gery from children’s books, we do not have a 
previou sly accepted idea of how they might look 
like, which requires drawing skills, a highly deve-
loped imagination and their skilful use for fine and 
aesthetically valuable visual narration.

i would especially like to point out another 
two illustrators, when it comes to artistic original-
ity and authenticity of the visual text at this exhi-
bition: the cats drawn by kosta milovanović and 
the mouse that keeps drawing and erasing himself, 
drawn by luka tilinger. both authors are charac-
terized by minimalistic expression, reduced col-
ours, with an emphasis on the story and message 
more than on the likeability, appeal and “pleasure 
in the (visual) text”. here, it is the message that 
is the main aspect, that requires reading, under-
standing and emphasizes the true skill of the mod-
ern way of transmitting visual text, akin to design, 

posters, quick, simple and efficient forms of com-
munication. 

in a few simple strokes and surfaces, luka 
tilinger has shown us a mouse who keeps draw-
ing and erasing himself with an eraser and dem-
onstrated all of his nervousness and fear in front 
of a cat whose presence before him is indicated 
only by shadow. if i erase myself, i will be saved, 
and if i draw myself and be what i am – a mouse – 
thus achieving the fullness of my identity, i could 
be eaten by a cat. to be or not to be. So much 
has been expressed with such a small number of 
strokes. Skilfully and smartly done.

the cats, drawn by kosta milovanović, strong-
ly correspond to the narrative of the book and 
in the assemblages of symbols tell us the poem 
of the mrnjavčević cats, marko the tomcat and 
his love, a black cat, thereby alluding to the en-
tire context related to the Serbian medieval rul-
ing mrnjavčević family and the fearless national 
hero marko kraljević (mrnjavčević). So, the tom-
cat named marko mrnjavčević is a fine symbol of 
a modern national children’s hero who aspires to 
his love and true purpose of life, the eternal con-
nection of yin and yang – i.e. of both the mouse 
and the cheese in the illustration – of the body and 
the spirit, of this world and the other, “between the 
reality and a dream” (as said by the author of the 
book, pop d. Đurđev, quoting the great Serbian 
poet laza kostić, and visually exemplified by the 
illustrator).

according to the words of Jan uličiansky 
“each national literature for children and young 
people has its own small hero, who against all 
odds manages to find his place in the big wide 
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world. in Slovak literature this is Janko hraško. 
Jonny pes can serve as just such an example of 
a small big hero.” (Slovak children’s book 2009: 
16). the tomcat marko mrnjavčević is a new chil-
dren’s hero, but also an intertextual allusion to the 
mythical national hero, i.e. the spirit of a nation 
and its tendency for preservation through ideal-
ized mythical personalities, translated into the 
children’s world in the collaboration of writers 
and illustrators. these are the new/old heroes and 
mythical characters adapted to the digital time, 
just like Živković’s princess who jumps on a drag-
on’s head and the “household ghosts” of dušan 
petričić. Some heroes in the exhibition are tradi-
tionally painted (“the battle of kosovo”, nebojša 
Đuranović), and some characters from the past 
look like characters from animated films or comics 
(Stefan nemanja and hercules, as drawn by Jovan 
ukropina). but, whether they appear in the form 
of a knight, a boy, a princess or a tomcat, whether 
they are done in a thick paste of oil paints, digi-
tally, in the form of comics or posters, these he-
roes are all still present and overly-needed as the 
foundation of the collective unconscious and the 
matrix of the preservation of humanistic values.

“the heroic act that is to be performed today 
is not the same as in the time of Galileo, where 
there was darkness then, there is now light; but 
also, where there was light then, there is now 
darkness. the modern heroic act must be an at-
tempt to reintroduce light to the lost atlantis of 
the coordinated soul” (kembel : 330). the contem-
porary children’s hero, tomcat marko mrnjavčević, 
through the very cover illustration of the picture-
book, but also cover illustration of this entire ex-

hibition, brings light to the modern alienated man, 
and the alienated child, and offers renewed love 
and affection as the brightest humanistic value, 
overly-needed in a cold, digital world. a good chil-
dren’s book teaches “what it means to be human” 
and brings about a “recognition of what the truth 
is” (hall 2011: 112).

m.a. Senka Vlahović, exhibition Curator
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illustrator: mladen anđelković
book: “lo and behold 2” [orig. Vidi čuda 2], 
official Gazette, belgrade, national library 
“Stefan prvovenčani” kraljevo, Serbia 2015.
(4 illustrations exhibited)
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illustrator: tihomir Čelanović
book: “Famous Fables: the Woodpecker and the 
lion”, luma works, london, uk 2018.
(1 illustration exhibited)

another book’s illustrations on the exhibition:  
nikola Đuričko, “the adventures of a boy named 
Johnny” [orig. Dogodovštine jednog Džonija], 
Vulkan, belgrade, Serbia 2018.
(2 illustrations exhibited)
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illustrator: manja Ćirić
book: “Cinderella” [orig. Pepeljuga], 
kreativni centar, belgrade, Serbia,  2019.
(2 illustrations exhibited)
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illustrator: rastko Ćirić
book: “bash tchelik : Serbian Folk tale”, 
the english book, belgrade, Serbia 2010. 
(2 illustration exhibited)
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illustrator: Bojana dimitrovski
book: dana todorović, “the adventures of Cicko” 
[orig. Cickove avanture], kreativni centar, bel-
grade, Serbia 2016.
(2 illustrations exhibited)
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illustrator: nebojša Đuranović
book: nebojša Đuranović, “Serbian knights in the 
age of the nemanjić Family” [orig. Srpski vitezovi 
u doba Nemanjića], evro book, belgrade, Serbia 
2018.
(1 illustration exhibited)
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illustrator: aleksa Gajić
book: david albahari, Siniša banović [et al.], 
“Serbian Folk Fairy tales: For the Children of the 
21st Century” [orig. SRPSKE narodne bajke : za 
decu XXI veka], Čarobna book, belgrade, Serbia 
2012.
(2 illustrations exhibited)
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illustrator: ana Grigorjev
book: “masha and the bear” [orig. Maša i 
medved], evro book, belgrade, Serbia, 2017.
(1 illustration exhibited)
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illustrator: marija Jevtić
book: andreas eschbach, “aquamarine” [orig. Ak
vamarin], propolis books, belgrade, Serbia 2018.
(1 illustration exhibited)
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illustrator: aleksa Jovanović
book: nikoleta novak, “the imaginative Giraffe” 
[orig. Maštovita žirafa], pčelica, Čačak, Serbia 
2017.
(2 illustrations exhibited)
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illustrator: stefan katanić
book: dušan radović, “Why do Children pick 
their noses?” [orig. Zašto deca čačkaju nos?], 
booking, belgrade, Serbia 2013.
(2 illustrations exhibited)

another book’s illustrations on the exhibition: 
dušan radović, “Where is the mistake?” [orig. 
Gde je greška?], booking, belgrade, Serbia 2015.
(2 illustrations exhibited)
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illustrator: marica kicušić
book: Zorica bajin Đukanović, “little love poems” 
[orig. Male ljubavne pesme], kreativni centar, bel-
grade, Serbia 2017.
(1 illustration exhibited)
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illustrator: kosta milovanović
book: dušan pop Đurđev, “the mrnjavčević Cats” 
[orig. Mrnjavčevići], pčelica, Čačak, Serbia 2016.
(6 illustrations exhibited)
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illustrator: dušan petričić
book: dubravka ugrešić, “household Ghosts” 
[orig. Kućni duhovi], kreativni centar, belgrade, 
Serbia, 2010.
(2 illustrations exhibited)
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illustrator: dušan pavlić
book: ana Đoković, “a terrifyingly terrifying 
Story” [orig. Strašno strašna priča], kreativna 
mreža, knjiga u centru, Zagreb, Croatia 2018.
(2 illustrations exhibited)
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illustrator: milica radenković
book: “Serbian Folk Fairy tales” [orig. Srpske 
narodne bajke], laguna, belgrade, Serbia 2017.
(2 illustrations exhibited)
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illustrator: Boban savić Geto
book: richard bach, “Jonathan livingston Seagull” 
[orig. Galeb Džonatan Livingston], Vulkan, bel-
grade, Serbia, 2013.
(1 illustration exhibited)
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illustrator: ivica stevanović
book: “the legend of Sleepy hollow”, Seed media, 
uSa 2015.
(2 illustrations exhibited) 

another book’s illustrations on the exhibition: “ali 
baba and the 40 thieves”, Seed media, uSa 2015.
(2 illustrations exhibited)
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illustrator: tanja stevanović
book: emma Carlson berne, “my pets, your pets, 
our pets”, Cantata learning, uSa 2018.
(1 illustration exhibited)
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illustrator: luka tilinger
book: Vule Žurić, “a novel Without a Closet” [orig. 
Roman bez ormana], official Gazette, belgrade, 
Serbia 2017.
(2 illustrations exhibited) 

another book’s illustrations on the exhibition: 
Vladislava Vojnović, “avram, bogdan, tread the 
Water” [orig. Avram, Bogdan, vodu gaze], official 
Gazette, belgrade, Serbia 2016. 
(2 illustrations exhibited) 



30

illustrator: Jovan ukropina
book: Slobodan Staničić, “Stefan nemanja Wel-
comes Son rastko” [orig. Stefan Nemanja dobija 
sina Rastka], pčelica, Čačak, Serbia 2014. 
(1 illustration exhibited)

another book’s illustrations on the exhibition: 
“hercules in the underworld” [orig. Herakle u 
podzemnom svetu], pčelica, Čačak, Serbia 2013.
(1 illustration exhibited)
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illustrator: david Vartabedijan
book: david Vartabedijan, “an illustrated 
rock’n’roll Guide” [orig. Ilustrovani rokenrol 
vodič], pčelica, Čačak, Serbia 2014.
(1 illustration exhibited)
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illustrator: maja Veselinović
book: a. S. pushkin, “a tale about a Fisherman 
and a Fish” [orig. Bajka o ribaru i ribici], kreativni 
centar, belgrade, Serbia 2018.
(1 illustration exhibited)
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illustrator: aleksandar Zolotić
book: Srđan dragojević, “Winged Children” [orig. 
Krilata deca], laguna, belgrade, Serbia 2015.
(2 illustrations exhibited) 



34

illustrator: dobrosav Bob Živković
book: ema pongrašić, “about a dragon Who 
loved Flowers” [orig. O zmaju koji je volio cveće], 
knjiga u centru, Zagreb, Croatia 2015.
(1 illustration exhibited)

another book’s illustrations on the exhibition: 
Zoran penevski, “a book of monsters to make you 
burst out laughing: the First Witty Collection of 
terrifying Jokes” [orig. Knjiga da pukneš od mon
struma: prva duhovita zbirka strašnih viceva], 
kreativni centar, belgrade, Serbia 2013.
(2 illustrations exhibited) 
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